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A Good Set of Bing Cherries
Crops like this a re secured only where proper pollination is provided. (x%)
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
1. Previous workers have found that sweet cherries are self-sterile and
that Bing, Lam ber t, and Napoleon, the principal varieties grown in Utah, are
intersterile and hence require cross-pollination with a fourth variety. The
existence of strains within varieties, which differ in their pollination value
and requirements, is also reported.

2. A survey of Utah orchards showed that while the older orchards contained a large proportion of pollinizing varieties, new plantings averaged
only 3.8 per cent, which is considered insufficient for adequate pollination,
even if evenly distributed.
3. The objects of this study were to determine which varieties and strains
commonly grown in Utah were satisfactory pollinizers for B m g, Lambert,
and Napoleon and to find good pollinizers of higher commercial value than
Black T aJrtarian and Black R epu blican commonly recommended for this
purpose.
4. Of the varieties commonly grown in Utah, W indso?", Black Tar tar,i an
(normal strain), Schmidt (Black Orb), and Y ellow Spanish were found to
be satisfactory pollinizers, with sufficient economic value to justify their
use under certain conditions in Utah.
5. Of these varieties, Windso?' is considered to be the most generally
valuable because of its hardiness, healthiness, productiveness, and marketability. Black T artar ian is too soft for home canning and lacks hardiness
and productiveness under certain conditions; hence, it is recommended only
for early locations for local market. Schmidt (Blade O?"b) is generally
unproductive, although -the fruit is equal in size and value to Bing. Yellow
Spanish appears to be hardier than Napoleon and is useful as a pollinizer
wher·e a white canning cherry is desired. The fruit is smaller and softer than
Napoleon.

6. Black R epublican, Lewelling, G01JeTnO?" Wood, and Early Purple gave
satisfactory sets of fruit but are n ot recommended because of small size and
low economic value of their fruit. May Du ke gave fairly good sets in certain
tests but is not recommended as a pollinizer.
7. Of the new varieties considered promising as pollinizers, Deacon and
Elkhorn (Black Ox hea?'t) are recommended for trial by growers. Deacon
is a Bing type cherry of slightly smaller size and lower value than Bing,
which has been tested and recommended in Washington and British Columbia. Elkhorn is a large, firm, black cherry said to hang well ten days after
Lambert which has been grown many years at Centerville. It has not been
thoroughly tested as a pollinizer, however.

8. Seneca and M ajo?' F ?'C('ncis are early cherries of Tartarian type, the
Seneca being small and extremely early, the Major Francis being large and
only slightly earlier than Tartarian. Seneca has been tested in New York
and Major Francis in Oregon and both have been found to be satisfactory
pollinizers. They are r ecommended for trial where early cherries are
desired for local market.
9. Giant (California type), Chap?nan, Ea1"ly B wrbank, and Abundance
are new varieties which, under Utah conditions, appear to be valueless
because of their small size.
10. Different strains of Black Tartarian, Napoleon, Windsor, and Bing
were observed and tested. None of the Tartarian or Bing strains appeared
to be superior to the types commonly grown. Large-fruited Windsors are
probably the result of environment but may be distinct strains. It was not
found possible to differentiate between strains of Napoleon or Royal Anne
in various orchards, although two distinct types were noted and tested.
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Cherry Pollination Studies In

U+ahj.

Francis M. Coo2

INTRODUCTION
The cherry is rapidly becoming Utah's most important fruit crop. According to the 1930 census, there were 110,050' bearing and 114,230 non-bearing
cherry trees in Utah orchards. Most of these trees are sweet cherries, the
newer plantings consisting mainly of Bing and Lambert trees, although
Napoleon predominated in the older plantings.
The Pollination Problem
The problem of pollination is of more importance with the cherry than with
other- fruits, because of the large number of individual fruits required to
make a crop and because of the self-sterility and intersterility shown by
the major commercial sweet varieties.
As has been shown by the investigations of Gardner (1913), Tufts (1916), ·
Sutton (1918), and later workers, all sweet cherries are practically selfsterile, and the three major varieties, Bing, Lambert, and Napoleon, are
intersterile, i. e., they
not set crops with each other's pollen. A fourth
variety must be interplanted with these three varieties to secure satisfactory
yields of fruit. Black Tartarian and Black Republican were particularly
recommended as pollinizers by Gardner (1913) and by Tufts and Philp
(1925), although most of the other varieties were shown to have pollinizing
value.

will

Distribution of Varieties in Utah Cherry Orchards
Lack of pollinizers was not an important factor in reducing yields in older
Utah cherry orchards because most plantings included a considerable number of trees of Windsor, Schmidt (Black Orb), Black Tartarian, Black Republican, and Centennial. Occasional plantings of Yellow Spanish, Early
Purple, Governor Wood, and May Duke are also found. Plenty of compatible
pollen was provided in most cases by these varieties for the Bing, Lambert,
and Napoleon trees, and heavy crops were borne when weather and nutritional factors permitted; in fact, over-bearing was common.
Acknowledgments-The author wishes to gratefully acknowledge the invaluable assistance
of the following persons in this work: Mr. R. K. Gerber for assistance with the field work
and photographs; Messrs. Arvil Stark and Thais A. Merrill for assistance with the field
work; and Miss Allison Martin for the germination tests.
The generous cooperation of the following growers in permitting the use of their treee
and in donating fruit is acknowledged: John Hall, North Ogden; C. E. Manning, East
Kaysville; M. P. Brown, Roy; and Walter Duncan, Mrs. E. W. Everett, Ben Brown, John
Brown, and H. B. Folsom, Centerville.
lContribution from Department of Horticulture, Utah Agricultural Experiment Station.
2Assistant Horticulturist.
Final Report, Project 94: Cherry Pollination Studies.
Publication authorized by Director, November 25, 1933.
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In the plantings since 1920, however, few of these pollinizing varieties
have been set out. This tendency is shown by the results of a sur vey of 80
Utah cherry orchards made by Andrews (1927). This survey represented
over 10 per cent of the trees in Utah. Trees of various varieties are grouped
in Table 1 into "intersterile" and "pollinizer" varieties.
TobIe 1.

Dis tributi o n of Sweet a n d Duke ch e rry varieti es in b earin g a n d n o nb earing c h e rry or'c hard s in Utah, acc ord ing t o p o llin a ti on requi r e'
m e nts, 1 927. 1

Bearing
Varieties

Napoleon
Lambert
Bing
Windsor
Tartarian
May Duke, Royal Duke3
Schmidt (Black Orb)
Black Republican,
Lewelling, Black Oregon4
Early Purple
Governor Wood
All Others 5
Total
Percentage of Pollinators
to Intersterile Varieties

Intersterile 2

II
II

I
I

1329
969
722
.. .
...

...
...

II

.

3020
100

I
I

Pollinizers

Pollinizers

Intersterile

..

412
1739
850

. . .
...
...

...
...
. ..
. ..

12
19
0
19

. ..

15
0
0
50

748
549
464
399

.. .

.. .

.

I
II

I

Non-Bearing

282
139
76
55
2712
89.8

I

. ..
..
..

I
II

II

I
I

3001

115

100

3.8

' Dat a (1927 ) from survey of 80 Utah cherry orchards represen t ing 10 per cent of total
trees. Furnished by Frank Andrews. A g ricultural Statistician, Bureau Ag ricultural Economics, U. S . Department of A g riculture. Sour varieties have been omitted f rom this table,
as t hey a re u s ually planted separately.
2Require cro s-pollination by va riety other than Bing, Lambert, and Napoleon.
3Probably all May Duke.
4Lewelling and Black Oreg on are similar to Black Republican and may be considered
strains of that variety.
5Includes Centennial, Yellow Spanish, Black Eag le (Black Heart) , Florence, and Reine
Hort ense.

While there were 89.8 trees of pollinizing varieties to every 100 trees of
Bing, Lambert, and Napoleon in bearing orchards in 1928, in non-bearing
orchards there were only 3.8 trees of pollinizers to every 100 trees of the
intersterile varieties. Even if these were evenly distributed, which is unlikely, it is doubtful if they would be sufficient, par ticularly in seasons
with inclement weather during the blossoming season.
Because of the heavy yields in the older bearing orchards it was commonly
held by growers and nurserymen that pollinizers were unnecessary in Utah.
Many growers erroneously thought that Napoleon would adequately pollinize
Bing and Lambert. Others considered that pollination of the new plantings
would be taken care of by pollinizing varieties in other orchards in the
vicinity. Several instances were reported of solid plantings of Bing, Lambert,
and Napoleon which were bearing well. All such cases were investigated
and trees of pollinizing varieties or Mazzard seedlings wer e found in each
case.
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OBJECTS OF THE EXPERIMENT
In view of the lack of pollinizers in the newer orchards, the widely held
belief that it was unnecessary to plant trees of pollinizing varieties in Utah,
the low value of the Black Tartarian and Black Republican varieties recommended by previous investigators, and the reported existence of strains of
these varieties which were poor pollinizers, and of different strains of the
Napoleon variety, it was considered advisable to study this problem further
under Utah conditions.
The main objects in view were as follows: (1) To determine what the
pollination conditions were in Utah orchards; (2) to determine what varieties and strains available were satisfactory pollinizers for Bing, Lambert,
and Napoleon; (3) to find, if possible, suitable pollinizers of higher economic
value than Black Tartarian and Black Republican; (4) to designate certain
strains of pollinizers and commercial varieties, where different strains were
found to occur, for propagation by nurseymen as tested strains; and (5)
to study the pollination of the Schmidt (Black Orb) variety, to determine
why it failed to bear well in Utah, and how to remedy this defect.
Experiments and field observations reported in this paper were started
in the spring of 1928 and concluded in 1933.
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTAL WORK
Results in Oregon, British Columbia, and Washington
Oregon.-Gardner (1913), following reports of poor sets of fruit in plantings of Bing, Lambert, and Napoleon orchards in Oregon, studied the
problem of sweet cherry pollination and discovered that sweet cherries were
self-sterile and that Bing, Lambert, and Napoleon, which even then had
become the leading varieties in the Northwest, were intersterile. He estimated a setting of from 12 to 25 per cent of the blossoms to be necessary
for the production of a full crop with an average amount of bloom.
For Bing, Gardner considered Black Tartarian, Black Republican, Coe,
and Rockport as "strong" pollinizers; May Duke, Wood, Knight, and Lincoln were considered as "weak" pollinizers; and Waterhouse, Williamette,
Elton, and Windsor as "fair" pollinizers.
For Lambert, Gardner cited Black Republican, Waterhouse, Black Tartar.i an, Elton, Windsor, Major Francis, Lincoln, Willamette, Rockport, Early
Pur ple, and Knight as satisfactory in the test at The Dalles (Oregon).
With Napoleon, the best varieties were Black Republican, Waterhouse, and
Wood, while Black Tartarian, Elton, Coe, Rockport, and Early Purple were·
satisfactory; May Duke, Major Francis, Windsor, and Knight were considered poor.
Gardner also noted that the Napoleon variety, as grown in the Northwest,
was more of a type than a variety, since a number of different strains were
being propagated. He attributed this condition to the propagation of seedlings of Napoleon which were quite similar to the parent variety. Some
of these were reported to have pollinizing value.
Schuster (1922) recommended Black Republican, Black Tartarian, Centennial, Governor Wood, Coe, Elton, Norma, Major Francis, Black Oregon
and Early Rose.
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Fig. I-Lam bert. The most important commercial black shipping cherry grown in Utah.
Heavy plantings of this variety in recent years should substantially increase the production of Lambert. (Actual size.)

Schuster (1925) confirmed the results of previous investigators as to the
self-sterility of sweet-cherry varieties and the intersterility of Bing, Lambert, and Napoleon. He tested 32 seedlings and found them all self-sterile;
in addition, he tested 26 of them on Bing, Lambert, and Napoleon and found
nine of them intersterile with one or more of the commercial varieties. He
notes that some Mazzard seedlings are effective pollinizers, while others
fail entirely.
In his 1922 experiments, Schuster found the following varieties, among
others, satisfactory for Bing: Black Tartarian, Centennial, and Major
Francis. Black Oregon, Long-Stemmed Waterhouse, Early Purple, Black
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Republican, and May Duke were fair to poor. With Lambert, all were good
except Tartarian which was fair and May Duke which failed. In 1923, all
of these varieties set good crops on Bing, Lambert, and Napoleon. Even
May Duke, which was uniformly poor in 1922, set 18.6 and 59.8 per cent
on Napoleon, 27.2 and 28.9 per cent on Bing, and 54.7 and 60.0 per cent on
Lambert.
In 1924, because of the evident mixture of strains and varieties and confusion of nomenclature and the difficulty of accurately identifying varieties
because of nearly identical seedlings, Schuster tested various separate
strains of the more promising pollinizers, using four strains of Centennial,
five of Black Republican, two of Black Oregon, two of Norma, two of LongStemmed Waterhouse, two of Tartarian, and two of Abundance. All of
these set well on Bing and Lambert, except one type of Black Oregon which
proved to be a strain of Bing, and Abundance. With Napoleon, all Republican strains gave good sets, as did one strain of Black Oregon, one of Waterhouse, and two strains of both Tartarian and Norma; Centennial gave fair
results.
As a result of his experiments, Schuster recommended all the Black RepUblicans and the No. 16 Black Oregon, which he described as a distinct
variety with shipping possibilities, being dark in color and moderately firm.
In addition, he recommended Norma, No. 15 Waterhouse (a large-fruited
type), and No. 17 Abundance (a seedling yielding heavily of large fruit).
Tartarian was not recommended because of early blooming and softness
which renders it tInsuit.able for shipping.
Schuster found sour cherries relatively poor pollinizers for sweet varieties.
He also reported the Montmorency strains tested to be partially self-sterile
and recommended cross-pollination.
British Columbia.-Palmer (1929) reported the Deacon . to be an excellent
pollinizer for Bing and Lambert and to be superior in market value to Black
Tartarian and Black Republican. Britton (1930, 1931), continuing this work,
reports Deacon also satisfactory for Napoleon.
Palmer describes Deacon as follows: "In every case the owner speaks
very highly of the qualities of this particular cherry. The trees produce
heavy crops and are ready to harvest just after Bing and before Lambert.
The fruit resembles both of the varieties mentioned and may be marketed
as Lambert. It is more sprightly in flavor than Bing and when once tried
for canning is apparently the choice of all. The fruits are usually smaller
than Bing, due to the very heavy set. The limited tests made so far on its
shipping qualities indicate that it has given complete satisfaction to the
trade."
Britton (1930) reported fruiting three separate varieties under the name
of Giant. One of these, which was large, resembled Bing and was thought
to be a strain of that variety. It failed to pollinize Bing, Lambert, and
Napoleon. The other two varieties were not promising, one being small and
the other soft.
Washington.-Overholser and Overley (1930) reported Deacon to set as
good crops on Bing, Lambert, and Napoleon as did Black Republican, Black
Tartarian, Waterhouse, and several other varieties and seedlings. Compared
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Fig. 2- Binu. Bing is the only black s hipping cherry besides Lambert w hich has been planted
r ecently in Utah. It ranks third in importance in the state, bein g outnU'IIlbered by
Napoleon and Lambert in the older orchards but outnumbering Napoleon in the newer
plantings. (Actual size.)

to Bing, they described Deacon as slightly smaller, softer, more tender and
juicy, with a flavor somewhat more acid. The fruit brought 2 cents less
per pound. Bing, Lambert, and Napoleon gave satisfactory sets on Deacon.
They reported Centennial to be a poor pollinizer for Napoleon.
Bregger (1931) gives the history of the Deacon cherry and a detailed
description of the variety, which is being planted in the state of Washington
as a pollinizer for Bing, Lambert, and Napoleon.
Claypool et al. (1931) reported that Deacon was the most valuable pollinizer, equaling or exceeding the Tartarian and Republican in most tests.
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Although Montmorency gave satisfactory sets on Bing, Lambert, and Napoleon, it was of no value practically because of blooming from five to
ten days later. May Duke did not equal the sweet varieties as polliniz~rs,
but results indicated that it has some value for this purpose when present
in sweet cherry orchards.
Results in California
Tufts (1916) reported that in California Na:poleon, Lambert, Bing, Black
Tartarian, and Black Republican were self-sterile and that Bing and Napoleon were intersterile.
Philp (1924) stated that in his opinion there are no true varieties of
cherries, but rather types or strains of varieties which are indistinguishable
in fruit characters, although different from a pollination standpoint.
Tufts and Philp (1925) report the results of eight years' experiments in
California. They, as had previous workers, found all the sweet cherry
varieties self-sterile, with Bing, Lambert, and Napoleon practically intersterile. In regard to season of bloom, they found that Black Tartarian and
Black Republican overlap the blooming season of the late-blooming varieties
(such as Lambert) sufficient for pollination. The following varieties are
listed as abundant pollen producers : Windsor, Schmidt, Giant, Knight,
Major Francis, Waterloo Heart, Wood, and Downer. Black Tartarian, Early
Purple, and Lambert are listed as "medium to abundant." Those classed as
medium pollen producers are Abundance, Advance, Black Republican, Bing,
and Burbank. Black Heart is described as a "medium to shy" pollen producer
and Centennial as "shy."
Tufts and Philp recommended Black Tartarian, Early Purple, Pontiac, and
Black Republican for Bing in the or der named. It is noteworthy that while
most of the tests with Black Tartarian pollen were successful, a number
were failures, indicating that a pollinizer should not be condemned because
of a few failures to set fruit satisfactorily in hand-pollination tests. For
Lambert, Tufts and Philp recommended Black Tartarian, Black Republican,
and Pontiac. For Napoleon, the same varieties are recommended. Their
test was confined in the case of Bing, Lambert, and Napoleon to these three
varieties and to Mezel, Advance, and Rockport and did not include Windsor,
Centennial, Schmidt, Major Francis, or Giant.
Tufts and Philp also called attention to the existence of strains within
the pollinizing varieties which were apparently poor pollinizers as well as
to the possibility that different strains within the commercial vareties,
particularly Napoleon, may differ in their pollination requirements. They
recommend propagating only from tested strains. They also noted a variety
or strain of Napoleon which would pollinize that variety. This variety was
locally called Long-Stem Royal Anne.
Results in Eastern United States
New York.-Tukey (1924) reported that in a 10-year-old Windsor block
in New York which had a row of Black Tartarian cherries along one side,
the normal set in the row of Windsor adjacent to the Tartarians was 62 per
cent more than the second row and 127 per cent more than that in the third
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The major white canning cherry in Utah orchards, also used for maraschino
manufacture and local market. According to Andrews (1927), Napoleon outnumbered
other varieties in bearing Utah orchards, but was outranked by Lambert and Bing in
newer plantings. Its lessened popularity is largely due to lower prices paid for
canning cherries. (Usually longer stemmed than shown here.) (Actual size.)

to eleventh rows. Trees in the first row adjacent to the Tartarians averaged
36.6 pounds of fruit; those in the second row, 28.8 pounds per tree; and
the rest varied from 9.9 to 19.8 pounds, or less than half as much as the
row next to the Tartarians. Hand-pollination tests showed the more distant
trees capable of setting as heavy a crop as those adjacent to the pollinizer.
Tukey recommended planting not less than one pollinizer to nine of the
commercial variety, or every third tree in every third row as the minimum,
so that every tree would be adjacent to a pollinizer.
Wellington (1926) reported Giant to be a good pollinizer for Lambert,
Napoleon, and Windsor, and Seneca to be satisfactory for Napoleon, Schmidt,
Windsor, Giant, Lyons, and Yellow Spanish.
Wellington et al. (1929) give a rather complete table showing interfertility and sterility of cherry varieties. Windsor was recommended for N apoleon, Lambert, Schmidt, and several other varieties. Schmidt was effec-
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tive on Napoleon, Lambert, Windsor, Black Tartarian, May Duke, and others.
Black Tartarian was compatible with all varieties tested, including Napoleon,
Lambert, Windsor, and Schmidt.
Seneca likewise was compatible with all varieties and is recommended for
its abundant and viable pollen. It gave good sets on Napoleon, Lambert,
Schmidt, Windsor, and others. Lyons, another new variety, succeeded in all
combinations and is recommended as an early-ripening pollinizer to follow
Seneca and precede Tartarian. Giant also gave good results with Napoleon,
Lambert, Schmidt, Windsor, and other sweet varieties, as did Abundance
(another new variety).
Because of low pollen germination, Reine Hortense was noted as an even
poorer pollinizer than May Duke. May Duke was well pollinated by N apoleon, Schmidt, Yellow Spanish, Windsor, English Morello, and Early
Richmond. Montmorency was reported as satisfactorily self-fertile in the
New York tests. Napoleon and Tartarian gave satisfactory sets on Montmorency. Morello, Montmorency, and Early Richmond are considered fully selffruitful; some of the results of crosses, however, suggested that there may be
differences in compatibility between strains of Montmorency. Duke cherries,
such as May Duke and Reine Hortense, set better crops when pollinated
with sweet varieties, than with Duke or sour varieties. None of the Duke
cherries were effective pollinizers for either sour, sweet, or Duke varieties.
The sweet varieties set good crops on sour varieties, but pollen of sour
varieties failed to set as well as sweet cherry pollen on sweet varieties.
Einset (1932) reported sweet cherries to be self-unfruitful and Duke and
sour cherries to range-from self-fertile to self-sterile. May Duke was fairly
self-fruitful, while Reil!e Hortense and most of the Dukes were nearly or
completely self-unfruitful.
Ohio.-Shoemaker (1928) reported good results with Windsor, Black Tartarian, Yellow Spanish, and Wood. In one year's trials Schmidt gave good
results on Lambert and Napoleon, but only fair on Bing. Bing, Tartarian,
Lambert, and Napoleon all gave good sets on Windsor. Shoemaker recommends Windsor as being "the best general pollinizer for the sweet varieties."
He also states that sweet cherries are apparently good pollinizers for the
Duke varieties, which they overlap in bloom. Sour cherries were not good
pollinizers for sweet varieties because of later blooming and because of low
sets of fruit obtained in the tests. Sour cherries are recommended for lateblooming Duke cherries and sweet cherries for early-blooming Duke varieties.
Using Dukes as pollinizers, poor results were secured for both sweet and
sour varieties. This ineffectiveness as pollinizers was correlated with low
pollen germination in the Duke varieties.
Shoemaker found Montmorency self-fertile in Ohio but stated that pollinizing with Early Richmond or other varieties gave higher sets. He pointed
out, however, that any gain in yield may be offset by the lower value of
Early Richmond as a canning cherry. Like the sweet varieties, Duke varieties were practically self-sterile.
Results in England
Sutton (1918) published results of tests made in greenhouses at the John
Innes Horticultural Institution in England. All of the sweet cherries tested
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Fi&,.4-WindsOT. A medium-sized dark cherry formerly popular but no longer planted for
commercial purposes in Utah. It is the most generally valuable of the older varieties
as a pollinizer for Bing, Lambert, and Napoleon because of its hardiness and pr~
ductivity. (Actual size.)

were self-sterile; the Dukes were only partially self-fertile; sour cherries
varied in this respect. May Duke set only "poor" to "fair" crops on the
sweet varieties tested. The data given indicate intersterility between a
number of sweet varieties.
Crane (1923, 1925, 1926) finds that intersterile varieties may be classed
in groups, each variety being intersterile with other varieties within the
group. The groups are as follows: Group I-Early Rivers, Bedford Pro-
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lific, Knight's Early Black, Black Tartarian "A," Black Tartarian "B," and
Black Eagle; Group II-Bigarreau de Schrecken, Bigarreau Frogmore, and
Guigne de Winkler; Group III-Napoleon and Emperor Francis (a white
cherry of the Napoleon type).
Crane states that negative results must be repeated many times before
intersterility can be concluded. He suggests that intersterility may be due
to hybrid origin of many sweet varieties which appear to be pure Prunus
avium, such as Knight's Early Black and Black Eagle, which are seedlings
of an unknown Bigarreau (probably Yellow Spanish) by May Duke, itself
a hybrid between Prunus avium (the sweet cherry) and P. cerasus (the
sour cherry).
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDUURE

Emasculation and Pollination Methods
Pollination tests were conducted as outlined by Schuster (1922), in which
unopened blossoms were emasculated and later hand-pollinized with pollen
previously gathered and tested in a 12 per cent sugar solution. An blossoms
in the proper stage of development and in good condition were emasculated
and pollinated. Emasculation by pinching the base of the corolla between
the thumb and index fingernails was found to be the most rapid method.
Bags were not used, but care was taken to remove all opened or immature blossoms. Unpollinated checks left in most tests only occasionally
resulted in one -or two fruits setting. Tufts, Hendrickson, and Philp (1926)
considered use of sacks unnecessary, asserting that insects do not visit
emasculated flowers.· They considered the error from injury tq pistils in
bagging greater than that caused by accidental pollination of unprotected
pistils. They also used and recommend the fingernail method, stating that
sets by this method were fully equal to that secured by the slower emasculation with tweezers.
An idea of the scope of the tests may be gained from the summary of
the number of crosses made, blossoms counted, and blossoms pollinated
(Table 2'). 629 crosses were made, involving counting and recounting a
total of 259,740 blossoms.
Table 2.

Number of cross es mad e, blos's oms counted, and blossoms emasculated
and pollinated~ 1928-33, inclusive.

Year ·

No. Crosses

Total Blossoms
Counted
(including checks)

Total Blossoms
Emasculated
and Pollinated

1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933

63
46
114
103
231
72

26,869
22,413
25,560
51,944
112,285
20,669

8,659
8,309
15,660
9,925
32,622
7,557

Total

629

259,740

82,732
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Varieties and Strains Used
Pollen was taken and tests made for the most part on trees which were
used by nurserymen as sources of propagating material to determine whether
strains planted recently and those being propagated were compatible and to
eliminate the chance of planting strains which were poor pollinizers. In the
1932 and 1933 tests a number of new varieties, strains, and sports discovered
later were used. The sources of pollen and location of trees from which
pollen was taken are given in Table 3, while the location of trees pollinated in
the tests are given in Table 4.

Table 3.

No.

Location of varieties and strains of cherri es used a s source s of poUen.
1928·33. inclusive.
Variety

Location

May Duke . . ..... . .... . .. . . .. ... .

2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15

16
17
18
19

1928, R. B. Perry, Bountiful
1929-33, H . B. Folsom, Bountiful
Black Tartarian .......... . . . .... . R. B. Perry, Bountiful
Black Republican . .. . ... . . . .. . .. . R. B. Perry, Bountiful
Black Tartarian (Normal Strain) . . Walter Duncan, Centerville
Black Tartarian (Duncan Strain) . Walter Duncan, Centerville
Lambert
Walter Duncan, Centerville
H. B. Folsom, Centerville
C. E. Manning, East Kaysville
Schmidt (Black Orb ) ... . .. . ... . John Brown, Centerville
Napoleon . . ... . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . Paul Smith (west tree) , Centerville
Napoleon . ... . . . ...... . . . .... . .. . Paul Smith (east tree), Centerville
Black Tartarian (Normal Strain) . Sterling Rawlins, Centerville
Back Tartarian
John Brown, Centerville
Windsor
Walter Duncan (young orchard)
Centennial
Walter Duncan
Bing
Mrs. E. W . Everett, Centerville
Black Republican
Mrs. E. W . Everett, Centerville
Charles H. Smith, Centerville
Yellow Spanish
Governor Wood ..... . .. . ....... .
F. H. Dahl, Bountiful
Woods
Cross Canning Co. , Clearfield
Black Tartarian (Late Strain) . . . .
Black Tartarian (Normal Strain) . . Woods Cross Canning Co. , Clearfield

24

Bing (Short Stem)
Bing (Old Faithful)
Napoleon . ...... .
Bing
...
Elkhorn (Black Oxheart)

Enoch Randall, North Ogden
Ben Lomond Orchard Co., North Ogden
C. E. Mannin-K, . East Kaysville (east tree )
C. E. Manning, East Kl!ysville
R. Barber, Centerville

25
26
27
28
29

Windsor
Black Tartarian .... . . . . ........ .
Windsor .. . ... .
Black Republican
Giant ..... . . . .

C. E. Manning, East Kaysville
Bigelow-Van Meter Orchard, Riverdale
Ben Lomond (west of packing house)
Enoch Randall, North Ogden
California Experiment Station (Davis )

30

Early Chapman
Bing Sport . .
Early Purple . ..
Napoleon
Napoleon

California Experiment Station (Davis)
C. E. Manning, East Kaysville
Station Orchard, Farming ton
Ben Brown, Centerville
M. P. Brown, Roy

'Lambert ....
Montmorency
Early Richmond
Chapman
Early Burbank
Giant

Ben Brown, Centerville
Station Orchard, Farming ton
Station Orchard, Farmington
Station Orchard, Farmington
Station Orchard, Farmington
Station Orchard, Farmington

Late Duke
Wragg .. .
Reine Hortense
Dyehouse
Abundance
Seneca

Station
Station
Station
Station
Station
Station

20
21
22
23

31
32
33
34

35
36
37

38
39
40
41
42
43

44

45
46

Orchard,
Orchard,
Orchard,
Orchard,
Orchard,
Orchard ,

Farmington
Farmington
Farmington
Farmington
Farmington
Farming ton

17
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Table 4.

Location of trees used in pollination tests, 1928-33, inclusive.
Variety

No.

Location
1928

6
4
12,
9
14
21

Lambert ...... .. .... ...... . .. .. . . Walter Duncan , Centerville (young orchard )
Black Tartarian (Normal Strain) .. Walter Duncan, Cen~rville (young orchard )
Windsor . . .................. .... . Walter Duncan, Centerville (young orchard )
Napoleon ........... . . .
Walter Duncan , Centerville (tree now dead )
Bing ..... .. ....... . .. .
Mrs. E. W. Everett, Centerville (tree now dead )
Bing (Old Faithful)
Ben Lomond Orchard, North Ogden (near packing
house)
1929

6
4
7
.23
24

Lambert .......... .. ... . ........ ' 1Walter Duncan, Centerville (young orchard )
Black Tartarian (Normal Strain) .. Walter Duncan, Centerville (young orchard )
Schmidt (Black Orb) ......... . . .. John Brown, Centerville (south row)
Bing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. C. E. Manning, East Kaysville (tree now dead )
Napoleon . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . C. E. Manning, East Kaysville
1930

6
7
24
35
34
14
23

Lambert
..... . ..........
Schmidt (Black Orb) .. .
Napoleon
Lambert ..
Napoleon
Bing
Bing

C. E. Manning, East Kaysville (old tree)
John Brown, Centerville (south row)
C. E. Manning, East Kaysville (old tree)
Ben Brown, Centerville (young trees)
Ben Brown, Centerville (young 'trees)
Ben Brown, Centerville (young trees)
C. E. Manuing, East Kaysville (old tree)
1931

6

Lambert

23

Bing

27

Napoleon
Napoleon . ........ .
Schmidt (Black Orb)
Schmidt (Black Orb)
Napoleon

32
33
34
35

C. E. Manning, East Kaysville
trees)
C. E. Manning, East Kaysville
trees)
C. E. Manning, East Kaysville
C. E. Manning, East Kaysville
M. P. Brown, Roy (north row)
C. E . Manning, East Kaysville
M. P. Brown, Roy

(old tree and young
(old tree and young
(east old tree)
(west old tree)
(young trees)

1932
1
6

May Duke
Lambert

7
36

Schmidt (Black Orb)
Bing Sport

23

Bing
..
Napoleon . .

22
7

7
14
18

Schmidt (Black Orb)
Schmidt (Black Orb)
Bing . .. . .. .
Centennial . '

H. B. Folsom, Bountiful (east row )
H . B. Folsom, Bountiful (Row 5, Tree 10, from
N. W. corner)
H. B. Folsom, Bountiful
C. E. Manning, East Kaysville (S. W. branch of
Bing tree west of garage)
C. E. Manning, East Kaysville
C. E. Manning, East Kaysville (old and young
trees)
John Brown, Centerville (south row)
Ben Brown, Centerville (young trees)
Ben Brown, Centerville (young trees)
Walter Duncan, Centerville (old trees, removed
1932)
19331

6
6
14
1

Lambert
Lambert
Napoleon
Bing .....
May Duke

I

Station Orchard, Farmington
H. B. Folsom, Bountiful
Station Orchard, Farmington
Station Orchard, Farmington
Station Orchard, Farmington

1Trees used in Station Orchard on Davis Experimental Farm, Farmington, were from
many sources.
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PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Pollen Germination
Before pollination, pollen was tested for germination in 12 per cent canesugar solution. Results of germination tests from 1928 to 1932, inclusive,
a re given in Table 5.
Table 5.

No· 1
14
20
21
23
31
4
10
19
5
18
13
26
28
15
30
38
24
29
17
6
36
1
37
8
9
24
35
7
12
25
27

Pollen germination percentages, 19 28·32 , inclusive.1

Pollen Variety

Bing (E. W. Everett)
Bing (Short Stem)
Bing (Old Faithful)
Bing (C. E. Manning)
Bing Sport
Black Tartarian (Normal)
Black Tartarian (Normal)
Black Tartarian (Normal)
Black Tartarian (Duncan Strain)
Black Tartarian (Late)
Centennial
Black Tartarian (Bigelow-Van
Meter)
Black Republican (Enoch
Randall)
Black Republican (E. W.Everett)
Chapman (California)
Early Richmond
Elkhorn (Black Oxheart)
Giant (California)
Governor Wood
Lambert
Lambert
May D uke
Montmorency
Napoleon
Napoleon
Napoleon (C. E. Manning)
Napoleon (M. P. Brown)
Schmidt (Black Orb)
Windsor
Windsor
Windsor
Averag e All Varieties

I
I

1928

I

1929

I

1930

I
I

1931

I

1932

..

47

17
16
41

61

60
78
47

62
73
57

35
64
12

92
35
84

70

51
37

65
29

69

..

89

..

..

51

..

91

30
65
52
17
48
60

I

..

..

67

I
I
j

I

..

70

..

..

52

..

..

76
74

..

..
34
33

58

·.
·.

71

..

37

9

71
9

24
82

12
48
83

..

48

4
8
80

I

r
80
75

· .
..

60

37
29

..

49

·.

64

49

40

77
71

23

62

45

I

I

68
52
71
60
66
61

..

I

64

47
84
58
64
36
54 •
70
47
17
54
58
89

55
50

Avg.

I

55
59
52
76
74
71
34
39
9
36
52
28
67
88
87
62
57
62
49
52

1Tested in 12 per cent cane-sugar solution.
'Not used this year; hence, no test made.

Marked variation was found in pollen germination even with pollen from
the same tree in different years and between different strains of the same
variety. For example, Napoleon No. 8 pollen averaged 15 per cent for the
t h ree years tested, while Napoleon No. 9 averaged 67 per cent for the f ive
y ears tested. The most important pollinizing varieties had generally hig h
averages. The three principal strains of Black Tartarian used in the
experiment3 averaged 54, 70, and 47 per cent, respectively, while Windsor
a veraged 57, Schmidt (Black Orb) 62, Black Republican 59 per cent, a n d
Centennial 53 per cent. Elkhorn, tested only one season, showed a g ermination of 74 per cent.
aWhile these Tartarians are here referred to as "strains" since they came from differen t
orchards, they are considered to be the ordinary type grown in Utah and are designated
" normal strain" (Fig. 5) .
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Amounts of pollen yielded by different varieties also varied markedly.
Although no quantitative measurements were undertaken, Black Tartarian,

Pig.5-Black Tartarian (Normal Strain). The most popular early cherry for local market
and home use. It is widely used as a pollinizer for Bing, Lambert, and N apoleoD.
Is not as hardy, productive, or profitable as Windsor except in warm, early locations.
This is the typical strain grown in Utah, although a number of different strains are
described in t his publication. (Actual s ize. )

Windsor, and Schmidt (Black Orb) appeared to yield pollen abundantly,

while Centennial and May Duke yielded scantily_
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Weather COnditions Affecting Results
Aside from a frost early in the blossoming period in 1928 which made it
necessary to eliminate blossoms with damaged pistils, the 1928 and 1929
seasons were both favorable for pollination.
In 1930 and again in 1932, almost constant rains with some sleet and
snow during the blossoming season interfered with the work; in some cases
pollination was delayed after emasculation, resulting in uniformly poor
sets regardless of pollen used. In 1932 the earlier-blooming Bing failed
to set a crop, but the Lambert was still in full bloom when good weather
arrived and so set a heavy crop. In 1931, however, an unusually severe
windstorm and blizzard near the end of the blossoming season practically
destroyed the cherry crop, including the pollination tests.
In 1933, trees appeared to blossom normally but later proved to be winterinjured, as many branches and even whole trees withered and died in May
and June with the advent of hot weather. The drop was unusually heavy.
Winter injury was of the "black heart" and "sunscald" types and was
caused by a sudden drop in temperaturs (to _18 Fahrenheit in the Station
Orchard at Farmington) in mid-December following an unusually warm
spell of several weeks' duration. Napoleon and Black Tartarian suffered
most from winter injury, Lambert and Windsor suffered least, while Bing
was intermediate in the amount of damage sustained. Because of this interference of rains, blizzards, and winter injury, the data are not as complete
and decisive as hoped. These conditions also prolonged the duration of the
experimental work longer than planned.
0

The inclement weather conditions experienced appeared to be responsible
for the low sets secured in many cases with proved pollinizers. On this
account it is felt that failure to set satisfactorily in these experiments does
not necessarily indicate lack of pollinizing value unless this failure was
uniform and repeated many times. On the other hand, it is felt that good
sets once or twice indicate satisfactory compatibility even though in other
tests the combination failed to set well. For the same reason, it is not considered that quantitative differences between pollinizers in percentages of
fruit set are significant unless unusually large, since many other factors
(such as branch vigor, total number of blossoms, etc.) affect the set of fruit.
Influence of Vigor of Trees on Fruit Set
In the 1930, 1931, and 1932 tests, duplicate tests were made wherever
possible-one set on vigorous young bearing trees and another on older
trees of moderate to weak vigor-in order to test the pollinizers under
varying conditions of vigor. The results were not conclusive, however, on
account of the generally poor sets in those particular years.
Pollination of Lambert
Data on set of fruit for the different hand-pollination tests on Lambert
for the six years from 1928 to 1933 are summarized in Table 6.
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TobIe 6.

Percentages of hand-pollinated blossoms setting f·ruit on Lambe-rtJ,
1928-33, inclusive.
Pollen Variety2
and Strain

Serial
No.1

1930

4

35

10
19

43
48

Black Tartarian 4
Black Tartarian~
Black Tartarian 4
5
Black Tartarian
(Duncan Strain)
18
Black Tartarian (Late)
26
Black Tartarian
15
Black Republican
14
Bing
23
Bing
20
Bing (Short Stem)
81
Bing Sport
13
Centennial
80
Chapman
40
Early Burbank
88
Early Purple
24
Elkhorn (Black Oxheart)
29
Giant (Calif. Type)
17
Governor Wood
6
Lambert5
1
May Duke
8
Napoleon
9
Napoleon
7
Schmidt (Black Orb)
47
Seneca
12
Windsor
16
Yellow Spanish
Checks Emasculated but not
Pollinated
Checks I Normal Set6

I

27
22

OW
Tree

IYoung
Tree

13

3
2,0

12

23

1

1931

Old
Tree

I Young
Tree

1

1932

Old
Tree

13
5
1
5
12
836

17

15
3
10

19

1

3

5

""""'O"""ld'--'--:Y""'o-un-,
Tree
Tree
9

2

13

6

6

,0

6
,0

9
,0
,0

1933

1

,0

o

1

21
9

23
1
20
4

15

13
23

20
28

o

2

5
3

o
o
o

,0

35
29

2

4

3
5

,0

o
o

3

1
40

12

6

,0

1
11

14

o
7

,0

2
,0

7

19

18

9

10

6

12
3

,0

,0

,0

14

27

6

,0
23

2
25

31

4

o
o
o
1

o
o
1

19

1Arbitrary number given to identify pollen source.
2Separate listing of trees. from different sources does not necessarily mean that they are
different strains, but that they may possibly be.
3Trees in full bearing, from 2,0 to 3,0 years old.
~These "strains" are those propagated by three nurseries and are now considered the
typical or "Normal strain" of Tartarian generally grown in Utah. See Fig. 5.
GSelfed (pollinated with pollen from same variety).
6Normal set is percentage of fruit set by blossoms open to insect pollination.
TFigure given for 1928 is for set of blossoms uninjured by frost ; normal set of total
blossoms was 28 per cent. Figures for other years represent percentage of total blossoms set.

Windsor, Schmidt (Black Orb), and the "normal strain" of Black Tartarian
represented by Nos. 4, 10, and 19 (which appear to be identical) (Fig. 5)
have given satisfactory sets of fruit in two or more tests. This is in agreement with the results of both Shoemaker (1928) and Wellington (1929) in
regard to Windsor and Schmidt, and of Schuster (1925), Tufts and Philp
(1925), and others in regard to Tartarian.
Yellow Spanish, Centennial, Governor Wood, Black Republican, Chapman,
and May Duke gave fairly good results in one or more tests. Since other
workers have reported generally satisfactory results with these varieties
(with the exception of May Duke and Chapman), it is likely that they would
pollinize Lambert satisfactorily in Utah. Consequently, the choice of pollinizers for Lambert, as well as for Bing and Napoleon, within this group of
varieties tested and found satisfactory, depends upon the economic value of
their fruit and their adaptation to Utah conditions."
On this basis, of the varieties thoroughly tested and found to be well
adapted to Utah conditions and satisfactory as ]>ollinizers for Lambert,
Windsor should be given first place because of its hardiness and productiveness. Other thoroughly tested varieties of generally lesser economic value
~he characters of each variety or strain which determine its economic value are dis cussed under the heading: "Value of Various Varieties and Strains as Pollinizers." (p. 33)
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which could be used are Black Tartarian (normal strain) , Schmidt (Black
Orb), and Yellow Spanish. These varieties have made sufficiently good
showings in the test s and in experiments elsewher e to justify the conclusion
that they will pollinate Lambert satisfactorily; hence, t hey can be used

Fig.6-Schrnidt Bigarreau (Black Orb). This splendid cherry, formerly popular for its large,
firm, black fruits w h ich ripen before Bing, has been generally unproductive and is no
longer planted. It is an excellent pollinizer and may be so used wher·e it has proved
productive. Introduced f irst as Young's L arge B lack, it is universally grown in U t ah
under the name " Black Orb" given it by C. H. Smith of Centerville. Its identification
as Schmidt was confirmed by R ichard Wellington of the New York Station and
G. L . Philp of the California Station. ( Actual size. )
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where special conditions make likely their equaling or exceeding Windsor
in economic value. The characteristics and value of each of the possible
pollinizing varieties and strains are discussed later.
Black Republican, Centennial, Early Purple5 , Governor Wood, No. 18
Tartarian (Late) (Fig. 15) and No.5 Tartal'ian (Duncan Sport, Fig. 13),

Fig. 7-Major F1'ancis. An early cherry of Tartarian type originating in Oregon, grown by
J. C, Knudson of Brigham City. Appears to be larger, hardier, more productive, and
.slightly earlier than Tartarian. It should be given trial where an early cherry is
wanted for local market. It has been tested and recommended as a pollinizer by the
Oregon Experiment Station. (Actual size.)
5Early Purple is the correct name for the small, soft, extra-early cherry commonly grown
in Utah under the name "Early Black."
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because of low economic value under Utah conditions, are not recommended,
in spite of some of them being thoroughly tested satisfactory pollinizers.
Unfortunately, of the new varieties Deacon (Fig. 21) could not be tested
locally and Elkhorn (Black Oxheart, Fig. 22), used in three tests in 1932
and 1933, made a poor showing, although this should not condemn this
variety as the sets in these tests were generally poor. Deacon and Elkhorn
promise to be of greater economic value than Windsor because of the size
and quality of their fruit and should be given extensive trial in Utah.
Seneca, a promising extra-early cherry of Tartarian type, was only tried
once (in 1932); however, it gave the highest set of any pollinizer tried on
Lambert that year, confir ming Wellington's report (1929) of its value as a
pollinizer . It should be t r ied in early locations for local market.
Major Francis (Fig. 7) is another new variety which merits trial as a
pollinizer. As grown at Br igham City (Boxelder County), it appeared to be
larger f r uited, slightly ear lier, hardier, and more productive than Black
Tartar ian which it resembles. It has been tested as a pollinizer and reported
as "satisfactory" by both Gar dner (1913) and Schuster (1925).
Giant (California type), Chapman, Early Burbank, and Abundance do not
appear pr omising because of the small size of their fruit. Chapman and
Early Burbank are later, smaller, and appear to be less hardy than Seneca.
May Duke gave a fairly good set in 1928. However~ it gave poor sets with
Gardner (1913), Sutton (1918), and Schuster (1925). Shoemaker (1928)
also states that Duke varieties are poor pollinizers for the sweet varieties.
Pollination of Bing
Data for tests with Bing are summarized in Table 7.
Table 7.

Serial 1
No,

Pe r,c enta ges' of hand-pollinate d blossoms setting frui t o n B i ng, 1 928- 33,
i nclusive.

Pollen Variety
and Strain

1929
192 8
1
1
193 0
1
1931
1
Old
Old
Old
YOWlg
Old
Young
Old
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
1Everett Faithful Tree

I

I

AbWldance
22
Black Tartarian ( 'ormal) 57
69
5
59
67
..
Black Tartarian (Normal)
37 1 28
Black Tartarian ( ormal) 49
B'lack Tartarian
.,
..
30
20
(Duncan Strain )
.,
43
18 Black Tartariw (Late)
12
..
27
50
1 5 Black Republican
..
..
14 Bing (Everett) 1
8
..
21 Bing «()ld Faithful ) 1
Bing
Sport
31
39
37
13
1
13 Centennial
..
0
3 0 Chapman
..
..
40 Early Burban k
. ,
45
33 EarlY Purple
..
2 4 Elkhorn (Black Oxheart )
"
0
29 I Giant
17
1
..
6 Lambert
29
..
1 May Duke
1
9 ' Napoleon
40
50
6
7 Schmidt (Black Orb )
..
47 Seneca
, .
47
48
50
12 Windsor
, .
39
33
16 Yellow Spani h
Check Emasculated but
. ,
.,
Not Pollinated
Check Normal Set of
Total Blossoms
35
12
68
36
Check Normal Set of
74 1 82
I
I Uninjured Blossoms
l Selfed (polhna t ed WIth pollen of same varIety ) ,
46
4
10
19
5

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

0
S
17

I

, .

8
5
30

2
8

0

. ,

1

. ,

5
0
0

..

..
0
0

..
,.

0
0
0

4
0

..

12

..
..
..
..

, .

..
6

..

..
3

0
0
0
0
0

I

1 932
YOWlg
Trees
..

..

I

1933
1
Young YO\Ul&
Trees
Trees
7
0
"
..
6

5

,.

..
..

..

0

0
1

0
0

..

..

. ,

0

1

0

0
0
0
2

2
0
0
16

0
2
0
6

..

0
7

4

1

16

11

"

..
..
..

..
..

..
, .

7
"

"

..

. ,

,.

0

"

..

..

..
..
..

..

I

1

S
0
S
19
2
9
S
7
6

.

..

0

2
..

..

..

..

0

0

..

..

53

22

24

11

25

40

35

..

..

..

..

..

5

.

1

..

..
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Fig.8-Yellow Spani8h. Found in a few Utah orchards, this old variety, which is the parent
of Napoleon, appears to be hardier and healthier than that variety and to equal it in
productiveness. Yellow Spanish is a satisfactory pollinizer and may be used for this
purpose where a white cherry is desired for canning or local market. (Actual size).

Results with Bing differ little from those of Lambert, with the exception
of Elkhorn (Black Oxheart), which gave a comparatively good set of fruit
in the 1933 test, indicating satisfactory pollinizing value with Bing. If
Elkhorn proves hardy, productive, and large-fruited in other parts of the
state as at Centerville, where it has been grown for forty years, it should
be more valuable than Windsor.
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Of the thoroughly tested varieties, Windsor appears to be the most valuable for general use for Bing, although Schmidt (Black Orb), Black Tartarian, and Yellow Spanish made good showings in the tests and could be
used if desired. Seneca, while it did not show up well in the one test in
which it was used on Bing, is recommended by Wellington et al. (1929) and
should merit trial where an extra-early cherry is wanted. Deacon is also
promising for Bing, although it was not possible to include it in these tests.
Pollination of Napoleon (Royal Anne)
Table 8 presents a summary of the data for Napoleon.
Table 8.

Perce ntages of hand-pollinated blossoms setting fruit on Napol eon,
1928-1933, inclusive.
1930

1 92 811 9291

Serial
No.

Pollen Variety
and Strain

46

Abundance

4
10
19
5

Black Tartarian (Normal)
Black Tartarian (Normal)
Black Tartarian (Normal)
Black Tartarian (Duncan
Strain)
Black Tartarian (Late)
Black Tartarian
Black Republican
Bing
Bing (Short Stem)
Bing Sport
Centennial
Chapman
Early Purple
Elkhorn (Black Oxheart)
Giant (California Type)
Governor Wood
Lambert
May Duke
Napoleon
Napoleon
Schmidt (Black Orb)
Windsor

18
26
15
14
20
31
13
30
33
24
29
17
6
1
8
9
7
12

Check

19 32

I 1933

I

No. 9 I No. 23 1 No. 22 1
34
321NO.
221 Young
Old
Old
Old
Young INO.Old 1 No.
West
East
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree
Tree Old Tree Old Tree Trees
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
2
42
49
65
53

..

64
23
79
36

..

75
48
18
5
75
61

Emasculated but not Pollilnated
Normal Set

1931
1

531

I

10
2
8

..
..

4

1
3
2

6
10
22

..

..

..

..

7

6
8

..

..
..

..
..

6
1
2
..

~,

2
7

8
2

..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..

..

0

0
..
..
..

..
..
..

1
..
3

II

0
..
0

!
II

..
..
..

8
..

0
..

0

..
..
..

0

0
..
0
0
..
..
1
..

0

..

0
0
..
..
0
..

0
3

0

0

..

0
0
0
1

6
..
..
2
..

. ,

..

8

..
..
..
..
..
..

1

6
"

0

..
..
..

14
..

0
16
5

4

4
8

0
1
0
2

..

0

0

..

..

..

I ..

50

18

35

9

20

17

II

j

I

36

1Normal set of uninjured blossoms was 76 per cent.

With the exception of 1928, data for Napoleon is of little value on account
of the low sets of fruit obtained. In 1928, Windsor, Black Tartarian, Schmidt
(Black Orb), Centennial, Governor Wood, Black Republican, May Duke, and
Early Purple gave good ' sets of fruit. Of these varieties, as with Lambert
and Bing, Windsor appears most valuable, with a choice of Black Tartarian
and Schmidt (Black Orb) where these might be preferred. The others are not
recommended. Because of their possible greater economic value, Elkhorn,
Deacon, and Seneca should also be given an extensive trial and tested further as pollinizers for Napoleon.
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Pollination of Windsor, Black Tartarian, and Schmidt (Black Orb)
In order to secure a return from the trees used as pollinizers, it is essential that they be satisfactorily pollinized by the main crop varieties with
which they are planted. To determine whether Windsor and Black Tartarian would set fruit when used as pollinizers for Bing, Lambert, and Napoleon, "back crosses" were made in 1928 and 1929. Results are presented in
Table 9.

Table 9.

Percentages of hand-pollinated blossoms s etting fruit in Wind.so.r ,
Black Tartarian, and Schmidt (Black Orb), 1928-29, inclusive.

Percentage Set
Pollen
Variety and
Strain

No.

6
14
9
8
12
15
4
13

I
I

i

Lambert
Bing
Napoleon
Napoleon
Windsor
Black Republican
Tartarian
Centennial
Normal Set

Windsor
1928
51
42
47
7
..

Black Tartarian No.4
Schmidt
(N or mal Strain)
(Black Orb)
1929
1928
1929

I

32
33
52
1
24
19

17

30

48

31
75

· .

22
2
·.
·.

13
7
37
..

35
9
11
2
49

Data indicate that Windsor and Black Tartarian No.4 (normal strain)
would set satisfactory crops with pollen of Lambert, Bing, and Napoleon
No.9, as well as with each other's pollen. For some reason (probably poor
germination), No.8 Napoleon pollen failed to set crops on Windsor and
Black Tartarian.
Schmidt (Black Orb) has been extensively grown for many years in Utah
and with a few exceptions has failed to set well, even though surrounded by
as many as five or six other sweet varieties. In certain years, however,
trees of this variety bear heavy crops. To determine if this lack of fruitfulness, which has made this splendid cherry unprofitable, is due to lack of
pollination, tests have been made each year since 1929 with various kinds
of pollen. Only the 1929 data are included in Table 9, as the sets were too
low in the other tests to have value.
Napoleon No.9 and Windsor gave the highest sets on Schmidt (Black
Orb )-37 and 35 per cent, respectively, while Lambert and Black Tartarian
gave sets of 13 and 11 per cent; Bing and Republican gave 7 and 9 per cent;
and Centennial gave only 2 per cent. Observations of Schmidt trees, which
bear poorly adjacent to Windsor, Napoleon, Bing, Lambert, Centennial,
and Tartarian trees, indicate that failure to set well is probably not caused
by lack of pollination but by some other factor (possibly nutritional or
genetic).
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Fig. 9-Centennial. While preferred by some consumers for its sweetness and high
this large, firm, white cherry, which is a seedling of Napoleon, has failed
location s where tried in Utah because of lack of hardiness and healthiness.
fair pollinizer, and worth growing for home use in warm locations. (Actual

quality,
in most
It is a
size).

"N ormal Sets" and Their Relation to Size of Crops
"Normal sets," or percentages of fruit set by natural insect pollination
during the six years covered by this work, are summarized in Table 10.
They vary from 4 to 82 per cent.
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Table 10.

"Norma;l setsl" of fruit on various· cherry varieties, 1928·33, inclusive.

Variety
I 1928
Lambert
Young Bearing Trees (vigorous) 542
Old Trees (not vigorous)
Bing
Old Trees (C. E. Manning)
Old Trees (Everett)
Old Tree (Old Faithful)
Young Trees (Ben Brown)
Young Trees (C. E. Manning)
Young Trees (Station Orchard)
Bing Sport (branch on old tree)

I

352
82

1929

1930

46

I

1932

I

1933

23
6

25

19
13

36

12

22

11

·.

·.
·.
· .

·.

·.
·.

·.
·.

Napoleon
Old Trees
Young Trees

53 2

Black Tartarian (Young Trees)

3<1

Schmidt (Black Orb)
Old Trees
Young Trees

·

·.

Centennial (Old Tree)

·

May Duke
Old Tree
Young Tree

·.

53
24
·.

·

.

35

4

·.

.

·.

50

18
35

9

48

·.

·.

49

·.
·.

21

·

.

.

·

.

·

.

•

I

46

0

·

.
.

·.

·

.

26

17

36
•

34

·

2

20
·.

o.

·.

0

·.

·.
· .

0

00

•

40
25

.

•

75
55 2

1931

27
14

·
·

Windsor (Young Trees)
AverageS

I

.

·

·.
·.
·.
· .

.

I

11

12

0

·.
·.
·

.

30
56
·

.

21

32

IPercentage of blossoms open to natural cross-pollination which set fruit.
2Calculated as percentage set of uninjured blossoms account of frost injury.
36-year average (1928-33, incl.,) = 33 per cent.

To show the relation between the normal set and the size of the crop,
normal sets for 1932 are given with notes on size of the crop in each case in
Table 11. Bloom on all varieties was heavy in that year except on Schmidt
Table!l.
Variety

Location

Fair

" (Extra pollination l )

Bountiful
" (S.W. tree)
.. (S.E. tree)
.. (North tree)

Cen terville

Weak
Vigorous
Fair

No.
May Duke
Lambert

1
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
36
28
23
28
32
22

Relation of " normal set" to size of crop, 1932.

Sch,I,Jlidt (Bl?;ck 0 r,b)

I

Bing Sport

I

Vigor

Vig?,rous

~; Kay~;ille

Bing
Nap.<?leon

" (W. tree)
.. (Eo tree)

Vig?.r0us

INormal
I
Set
I

30.0
25.0
12.6
88.8
2.6
11.6
26.8
84.8
4.8
10.6
18.8
25.2
20.3
16.7

Crop on
Tree
Heavy crop
Good
Fair
Too Heavy,2
fruit small
Poor crop
F~ir c,~op

P<??r c~,op
Good crop
Heavy crop
Good crop

lAverage of three trees which had buckets of Tartarian and Schmidt (Black Orb) bloom
hung in them.
2See Figure 10.
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(Black Orb), as evidenced by 20 to 25 per cent sets gIvmg a full crop in
Lambert, Bing, and Napoleon, while 33.8 per cent set caused overbearing
and small fruit (Fig. 10).
Pollination by Bouquets of Blossoms
In 1930, at the writer's suggestion, Heber Burton of East Kaysville
placed bouquets of Tartarian bloom in several Napoleon trees located 8 to
12 rows distant from pollinizer trees. He reported that the yield of fruit
from these trees was approximately double the yield of any previous year,
averaging approximately 300 pounds per tree, whereas approximately 150
pounds per tree had been secured in previous years.

Fig. lO- Lam ber t . Above: Slightly undersized Lambert on tree with heavy set. Below: Small
L a m bert on t ree w ith excessive set of fruit. Such overbearing can be minimized
by keeping t he trees vig or ous. (x % )

In 1932, three Lambert trees in good condition were selected in a block
of Lambert cherries belonging to H. B. Folsom of Bountiful in which pollination appeared to be insufficient. A bucket of Black Tartarian and Schmidt
(Black Orb) branches was hung in each tree, the bouquets being changed
three times and the water renewed daily during the blossoming period of
ten days. Black Tartarian was used for the first five days and Schmidt
(Black Orb) branches the remainder. Branches with many unopened buds
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were selected as far as possible so that many blossoms would continue to open
and be attractive to the bees.
The weather was unfavorable from the time the buds began to open on
April 19 to April 29, being cold, rainy, with some sleet and snow which
melted promptly, with a temperature of 40 to 45 ° F. (except for half days
on April 24 and 25, which were moderately warm and sunny with bees active
but not numerous). No bees were seen on the cold, rainy days. It snowed
from 2 to 3 inches during the night of April 29. From the afternoon of
April 29 until May 3 it was warm and sunny, with some clouds. During
this period the bees were active. The trees were still in full bloom on May
3, having been held back by the cold weather.
While it was thought that the long period of cold rainy weather might
affect pollination adversely, as proved to be the case with the earlier
blooming Bing, which set an extremely light crop in most orchards, such
did not prove to be the case with Lambert.
The set in trees having bouquets was visibly heavier than in surrounding
trees. Counts of check branches, totaling 1861 blossoms, showed a set of
33.8 per cent of the blossoms on the trees with bouquets as compared with
25 per cent for 1618 blossoms in a distant check tree, an increase of 32 per
cent. The crop, however, later proved to be too heavy, as the fruit in the
trees with the bouquets failed to size up well (Fig. 10). The check trees in
most cases bore a heavy crop, indicating that pollination was sufficient
without the bouquets. Pollen in this case apparently came from a few seedling sprouts which were scattered through the block and from a few plants
of No.5 Tartarian (Duncan Strain).
.
Over pollination and OverbearingG
Overpollination and overbearing, resu!ting in small fruit and weakening
of the trees, is a possibility which should be considered. Since high yields
are necessary, however, if a fair return is to be secured from the cherry
orchard, it would seem wise to provide ample pollination and to minimize
the. danger of overbearing by maintaining the vigor of the trees at a high
level, since overbearing -appears to occur only with trees of weak vigor.
Vigorous growth can ordinarily be maintained by adequate fertilization,
CUltivation, irrigation, cover crops, and pest control. Where cultural methods
alone are insufficient to maintain satisfactory vigor and size of fruit,
moderate "heading-back" or "thinning-back" pruning should be tried in the
early spring to increase tree vigor.
In many Utah orchards tree crowding, with consequent restriction of the
moisture and nutrient supply to each tree, is a major cause of low vigor.
In such cases, removal of surplus trees may be the only permanent remedy,
although improvement of cultural practices and restricting the size of the
trees by dormant pruning may give the desired vigor.
The practice of summer pruning widely used in Utah appears to weaken
pruned branches and to reduce vigor; hence, summer pruning is not advised
for bearing trees.
Irrigation in one or two furrows close to the trees in open, porous soils
instead of distributing the water more evenly in the orchard is another
6By this term is meant setting more fruits than can be matured to desirable commercial size.
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common practice which reduces vigor and results in small fruit by reducing
the water-supply of the tree. The available water-supply should be applied
in four to six furrows between the tree rows to moisten all of the soil
occupied by tree roots, even though less frequent applications are made.
Where the water-supply is insufficient, it should be increased wherever
possible. It is often possible to increase the water-supply to the trees at
slight extra cost by irrigating with surplus flood water in May and June,
storing it in the soil for later use of the trees.
Pollination Tests by Brushing with Pollinizer Branches
In order to test the adequacy of pollination in the south end of the same
Lambert block, three lots of branches were selected and dusted twice each
with Black Tartarian, Schmidt (Black Orb), and May Duke blossoms, respectively, check branches of similar location and vigor being counted and
marked. Results of this test are given in Table 12.
'l'able 12.

Pollination of Lambert by brushing with branches of Black Tartarian, Schmidt (Black Orb), and May Duke (1932).

I Percentage
Set

Increase Over
Check ('%)

Pollinizer

No. of
Flowers

Fruits
Set

Black Tartarian
Check (Open. to Insect
Pollination)
Schmidt (Black Orb)
Check

2981
970

854
150

1347
244

380
32

28.9
13.1

120.6

May Duke
Check

1784
1262

231
118

12.9
9.3

38.7

I

28.3
15.4

I

83.7

Apparently, this tree was insufficiently pollinized, as all three varieties
gave an increase in percentage of blossoms set. Black Tartarian and
Schmidt (Black Orb) gave much greater sets than May Duke, giving increases
of 83.7 and 120.6 per cent, respectively, as compared to 38.7 per cent with
May Duke. This result tends to confirm the reports of Gardner (1913),
Sutton (1916), Schuster (1925), Shoemaker (1928), and Wellington (1929)
that Duke varieties are not as efficient pollinizers for sweet cherries as are
most sweet varieties. In view of these unfavorable reports on May Duke
as a pollinizer for sweet cherries, it appears inadvisable to depend upon it
for satisfactory pollination, even though this test and the 1928 results indicate it to have some pollinizing value.
Pollination of May Duke
Because of the demand for May Duke for home and factory use, tests
were made for three seasons to determine what varieties would best pollinize it. The sets were so low as to make the data valueless. Observations
show good crops to be secured on May Duke adjoining a mixed planting of
Black Tartarian, Lambert, and Centennial. Wellington (1929) states that
May Duke was well pollinated by Napoleon, Schmidt (Black Orb), Yellow
Spanish, Windsor, English Morello, and Early Richmond.
May Duke trees in the Station sour cherry orchard (which includes Montmorency, Dyehouse, Wragg, Suda, and Reine Hortense, but no sweet cherries) set well, giving a normal set of 55.7 per cent of the blossoms.
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Fig. ll- May Dulce. Although grown somewhat in Utah for commercial canning, this variety
is particularly adapted to home use and local marketing. It is used almost entirely
for pie fruit and preserves, where its large size and mild acidity make it the best of
the pie cherries. When fully ripe it is excellent for eating! out of hand. May Duke
is the leading variety of the Duke cherries, which are hybrids between the sweet
and sour types. (N ot considered a satisfactory poJlinizer.) (Actual size. )

Pollination of Sour Cherries
While no pollination tests were carried on with Montmorency, which is
almost exclusively grown in Utah, observations show that heavy crops are
borne in the absence of other varieties; in fact, the variety frequently overbears and fails to size its fruit well. Apparently the strain or strains grown
in Utah are sufficiently self-fertile, and there is no need for cross-pollination. English Morello, Wragg, Early Richmond, and Dyehouse are reported
by other workers to be self-fertile. Chase Morello, however, is reported to
be self-unfruitful.

VALUE OF VARIOUS VARIETIES AND STRAINS AS POLLINIZERS
Since a rather wide choice of varieties for planting as pollinizers for the
three major varieties, i. e., Bing, Lambert, and Napoleon, grown in Utah
and the northwestern states is afforded by the results of this and other pollination experiments, the choice of a pollinizing variety depends within limits
upon the economic value of the variety. Tree characters that determine
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economic value are: (1) Hardiness of buds and trees, (2) healthiness, including resistance or susceptibility to diseases and insects, (3) productiveness, (4) longevity, (5) vigor and size of tree, (6) shape of tree, and (7)
strength of crotches. Fruit characters are: (1) Size and shape of fruit, (2)
color of skin, (3) color of flesh, (4) firmness and ease of bruising, (5)
season of ripening, (6) adherence to stem and tree, (7) keeping quality,
(8) flavor and quality, (9) size and freedom of pit, (10') market reputation,
and (11) demand and supply.
These characteristicl? are discussed in detail, accompanied by full-size
illustrations and technical descriptions, in a proposed Utah Station bulletin,
entitled "Cherries of Utah." Only the important characteristics of varieties
and strains which affect their use as pollinizers for Bing, Lambert, and
Napoleon are discussed in this cherry pollination bulletin (No. 245).
Varieties and Strains Commonly Grown in Utah
Windsor
Windsor is considered the most generally valuable of those varieties which
have been thoroughly tested under Utah conditions for use as a pollinizer
for Bing, Lambert, and Napoleon. Shoemaker (1928) also recommends
Windsor as the best general pollinizing variety for Ohio, while Wellington
et al. (1929) state that it was compatible with all other sweet varieties
tested (ten in number, including Lambert and Napoleon). While equaled by
Black Tartarian in sets of fruit obtained, Windsor has been found by most
growers to be hardier, more productive, longer-lived, and more readily
salable in quantity than Tartarian. The difference in hardiness was particularly striking following the severe test winter of 1932-1933. Black
Tartarian trees, particularly young, vigorous ones, and older trees in colder
locations, were severely injured, while Windsor and Lambert trees in the
same plantings were only moderately black-hearted and recovered well in
1933. The buds of Windsor, also, are hardier than those of Tartarian, no
doubt one reason for the greater productiveness of Windsor.
Windsor is a fairly firm cherry and, while only medium-sized and lightfleshed, it stands hauling well and meets with a ready sale for home canning at a lower price level than that secured for Lambert and Bing. Tartarian, on the other hand, enjoys only a limited market for eating fresh
early in the season and is not liked for home canning, because of its soft
flesh. Tartarian does not haul well to nearby states and outlying sections
and is not popular as a shipping variety.
Because of late ripening, especially on vigorous, heavily-fertilized and
irrigated trees, Windsor has frequently brought good prices when other
varieties are no longer on the market. Some years, also, canners purchase
Windsor for pie fruit. On account of its productivity, some growers report
Windsor to have exceeded Bing and Lambert in profitableness, in spite of
the lower price received.
A number of cases have been reported and several observed where fruits
of Windsor have reached large size, equaling those of Bing. Figure 12 shows
a large type of Windsor in comparison with the ordinary medium-sized Windsor, both from the orchard of Walter Duncan of Centerville. Nate Warren
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Fig. 12-Types of Winds01·. Above: Medium-sized fruit typical of most Windsor trees. Below:
Large type Windsor from old trees in orchard of Walter Duncan, Centerville. Largefruited types may be distinct strains but are more apt to be caused by lighter sets
of fruit and by environmental conditions. (Actual size.)

of North Ogden also has a row of Windsors which bear consistently large
fruits. While it is likely that the differences in size are due to environmental
and nutritional conditions and hence would not be perpetuated by propagation, it is possible that the large type is distinct and represents a true "bud
sport" or mutation and hence will propagate true to type. Only propagating
and fruiting of the new trees will settle the question. It would seem wise
to propagate from such large-fruited trees, if yields and other characters
have proved to be satisfactory, on the chance that the variant may propagate
true· to type.
There is much that can be done also from a cultural standpoint to improve
the size, quality, and increase the lateness of ripening of the Windsor by
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moderately heavy pruning, heavy fertilization, and adequate irrigation and
cultivation to produce the largest fruit and to reduce overbearing. For
local and nearby markets, quality is much improved by allowing Windsor
cherries to reach full maturity before picking, as evidenced by a deep purplish-red color and dark red flesh. Much of the crop at present is harvested
when of a bright red color, at which stage the flesh is light-colored and tart.
Increased size, quality, and lateness which may be secured by these means is
desirable to increase the popularity of Windsor with consumers in order
to offset the increased production which will follow its wide use as a pollinizer.

Fig. 13-Dun can Strain B lack T a1·ta1·ian. Left: Duncan s t rain Black Tartarian (No. 5).
Note larg er and more oblate fruits. The Milton strain Tartarian (Fig. 14) is similar
and may be ident ical with this strain. Right: Normal strain Black Tartarian.
(x lh )

Black Tartarian
Black Tartarian has proved in these tests and in many tests elsewhere
to be an excellent pollinizer for Bing, Lambert, and Napoleon. It produces
an abundance of pollen with a high germinability. The principal advantages
and disadvantages of Black Tartarian in comparison with Windsor have been
discussed under the latter variety. Tartarian is to be recommended, however, for local market purposes in early locations where it will ripen early
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and command satisfactory prices. Its planting should be confined to higher,
warmer, frost-free locations, as it winterkills and tends to be short-lived in
lower locations, in addition to having the crop reduced by bud injury. For
home-orchard plantings, also, Tartarian is indispensable for early fruit to
eat out of hand.
The typical commonly grown type of Tartarian, which is upright growing and has soft, early, medium-size, glossy, heart-shaped fruits of excellent
quality, is termed in this bulletin "normal strain" (Fig. 5). This strain is
represented in the tests by Nos. 4, 10, and 19, which are considered to be
identical. None of the other strains appear to be superior to it in all characters, although some of these may merit further testing.
No.5 Black Tartarian (Duncan strain) (Fig. 13) has a more spreading
tree; the fruit is larger and wider than the normal strain and has a larger
seed. It has not proved as hardy as Tartarian in bud or blossom and has
been less productive. This variety was first found in Walter Duncan's orchard at Centerville. The presence of two identical trees indicate that it is
a budded variety. A number of trees of the variety were disseminated by
Smith Brothers Nursery in 1928. The strain of Black Tartarian received
from Milton Nursery, Milton, Oregon (Fig. 14), referred to as "Milton
strain," is similar and may be identical with the Duncan strain. It was not
injured as severely by the test winter of 1932-33.

Fig. 14-Black Tartarian. Left: A 5-year-old tree of Normal strain Tartarian in Station
Orchard, Farmington, showing characteristic upright growth habit and severe winter
injury caused by low temperature in December, 1932. Right: A tree of Milton
strain Black Tarbarian of similar age in the same block showing spreading growth
habit and comparative freedom from winter injury.

No. 18, or Late Tartarian (Fig. 15), appears to be a distinct type, being
two weeks later, larger, and more pointed than the normal strain. The seeds
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also are longer and more pointed. The tree resembles the normal strain
but is not productive, the fruit being scattered instead of heavily clustered.
Pollen of this strain was tested only a few times as the variety did not appear
to have value. It made a fair showing in the tests. This strain is found
in the orchard of the Woods Cross Canning Company at Clearfield.

Fig. 15-A Late Strain of Black Tartarian. Above: Black Tartarian No. 18 (Late strain) •
two weeks later, larger, and more pointed than the Normal strain shown below.
Below: Normal strain Tartarian. (xlh)

Two types of Tartarian, besides the normal strain, were found in the
orchard of Sherman McGerry at Spanish Fork (Fig. 16). One was noticeably small, early, and soft. The other was small to large, late, and firmer
and rounder than the normal strain. The tree was said to be productive
and was more spreading than that of the normal strain.
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Fig. 16-Strains of B lack Tartarian from a Utah County Orchard.

A: Normal 8train;
B: Small, early type; C: Large, late, firm type. From orchard of Sherman McGerry,
Spanish Fork. (x lh)

Trees have been observed in the orchards of E. C. Cannon and John Brown
at Centerville which habitually bear small fruit, although they appear to
have the same soil and moisture conditions as adjacent trees bearing larger
fruit (Fig. 17). The trees of this small type in the Brown orchard are earlier
maturing and showed more damage from leaf-spot disease in 1932. In the
E. C. Cannon orchard the trees bearing small fruit appeared to be less vigorous than those bearing larger fruit. These types are undesirable and care
should be taken not to propagate from them. They may be distinct strains
but probably are the result of physiological changes or nutritional conditions
which have affected the trees gradually and have been continued for several years.
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Fig. 17- Small and Large Type8 of Black Tartarian. A: Small type Tartarian from E. C.
Cannon orchard, Centerville. This tree has borne small fruit for many years.
B: Large type Tartarian from trees which consistently bear large sized fruit. George
M. Cannon orchard, Centerville. (x:t,.2)

Centennial
Centennial (Fig. 9) is a variety which has been tested in Utah to some
extent and has value as a pollinizer; however, it has made little progress
from the standpoint of commercial value. Compared to Napoleon, its parent
which it resembles, it is rounder and shorter, sweeter, equally firm, frequently smaller, and the blush more mottled. Because of its remarkable
sweetness when fully ripe, ft is preferred for home canning to Napoleon
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Fig'. IS-Stones of Various Tartarian Strains. A: Normal strain (Nos. 4, 10, 19); B: Late
strain (No. 18); C: Duncan strain (No.5); D: Stones from tree R2rT5, Station
Orchard, Farmington; E: Milton strain, tree R2T8 in Station Orchard (Fig. 14).
(Actual size.)

by many consumers who know it. In tree and bud, Centennial does not
appear to be as hardy, nor as healthy, vigorous, nor productive in Utah as
Napoleon. Because of lack of hardiness and healthiness it is not recommended for planting in Utah.
Schmidt (Black Orb)
Schmidt (Black Orb) (Fig. 6) would be the ideal pollinizer were it not for
a fatal fault, that of being generally unproductive under Utah conditions.
It gave excellent sets in these experiments and was compatible with all
sweet varieties on which it was tried by Wellington et al. (1929) including
Lambert and Napoleon. The fruit compares well with Bing in size, color, and
firmness and is a few days earlier than Bing. It is an excellent shipper.
The trees are large and vigorous where given good soil and ample moisture,
although they have a tendency to die back to the trunks and then start to
grow like a young tree again. Just why they do this is not known. Trees
which make a slow to moderate growth appear to set heavier crops, although
this is not always the case. Observations suggest, however, that trees of this
variety, which make a rapid growth and are unproductive, might be made
to bear more heavily by checking the growth through withholding cultivation, water, and fertilizer. Schmidt appears to be somewhat tender in bud,
which may be one reason for its failure to bear well.
Schmidt is known in Utah by the name "Black Orb," having been given
this name by Charles H. Smith, veteran nurseryman of Centerville. It was
originally called Young's Large Black, having been introduced from England
by an early colonist of that name. Its identity has been verified by Welling-
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ton, Philp, and others.8 Schmidt might be satisfactory in warm, dry locations where only moderate vigor would be maintained, but cannot be generally recommended.
Black Republican and Lewelling
Though recommended by many investigators and proved to be satisfactory in Utah by these tests, Black Republican (Fig. 19) is not recommended

Fig. 19- Black Republi can. Formerly considered a desirable black shipping varie~y, Black
Republican has not been planted in recent years because of the small Slze of its
fruit. Until t he recent introduction of Deacon, it was the principal pollinizing
variety planted in the northwestern states. (Actual size. )
8Wellington , R .

w.

Correspondence with author, 1930.
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because of its small size under Utah conditions. Usually it is vigorous,
healthy, and fr:uitful but difficult to market satisfactorily because of the
small size of its fruit. As a canned product, also, it has not been considered
equal to other standard varieties. Its use is not recommended. Lewelling
(Fig. 20), although considered by Hedrick (1915) to be identical with Black
Republican, is a distinct variety or strain as grown in Utah, being more
conic in shape than the Republican. In other respects it appears identical to
Black Republican and may be one of the strains of that variety mentioned
by Schuster (1925).

Fig. 20-LeweUing. Although differing in shape of fruit, the variety grown in Utah under
this name and illustrated here may be considered a strain of Black Republican, as
it differs little in other characters. The fruit is more conic than that of Republican.
(Actual size.)
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Yellow Spanish
Yellow Spanish (Fig. 8) is an older variety of the Napoleon type which
may be used as a pollinizer. Compared to Napoleon, of which it is the
parent, the fruit is usually slightly smaller, somewhat softer, and bruises
more readily. It is sweeter than Napoleon, although not the equal of Centennial in this respect. The tree, however, appears to be hardier, healthier,
longer-lived, and equally productive. The cherries have been acceptable to
cannerymen at the same price as Napoleon. In the A. S. Williams orchard
at Brigham City, the Yellow Spanish trees were not hurt during the test
winter of 1932-33, while nearby Napoleon trees were badly injured. Mr.
Williams stated that he has not missed a crop on this variety in 17 years.
One season when the general crop was light he picked 475 pounds of fruit
from the oldest tree, selling $35 worth at 8 cents a pound from this tree.
Yellow Spanish was only tested for one season in 1928, when it equaled
the set of Windsor on Lambert and gave a satisfactory set on Bing. It was
not used on Napoleon. Shoemaker (1928) reported Yellow Spanish to be
satisfactory as a pollinizer for Lambert, Napoleon, and Bing, while Wellington et ale (1929) confirmed this result with Lambert and Napoleon. Where
a white cherry is desired for canning purposes or for local market where
the fruit does not need to be hauled far, Yellow Spanish should be a satisfactory pollinizer.
Other Varieties
Governor Wood, Early Purple, and May Duke are not recommended for
use as pollinizers. Wood has practically no value because of its small size
and soft flesh, and where trees do occur they are seldom picked except by
birds or children. Early Purple appears to be less valuable than Seneca as
an extra-early cherry. May Duke, while in some demand, is not recommended
because it is not considered as efficient a pollinizer as the sweet varieties;
the trees are smaller and do not fit well into sweet cherry plantings; they
also tend to be shorter-lived than sweet cherries. Whether this is due to
lack of hardiness, as might be inferred by damage to young bearing trees
on the Station grounds during the past winter, or to other causes is not
known.
Other Duke and Sour Varieties
Other Duke varieties occasionally grown in Utah-Reine Hortense and
Knudson-likewise are not recommended. In addition to being of questionable value as pollinizers, as stated by Wellington (1929), Reine Hortense is
not considered either productive or long-lived. Knudson is also short-lived;
it has not been tested as a pollinizer. Montmorency and other s<;mr cherries,
while no.t tested in Utah as pollinizers for sweet cherries, are not recommended for this purpose because of late blooming, small size, and because
they are reported by Shoemaker (1928) and Wellington et arlo (1929) as
being less efficient than the sweet varieties. Claypool et ale (1931) report
good sets with Montmorency, but state it is of no. practical value because of
blooming five to ten days after the sweet varieties.
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New Varieties
Deacon
Deacon (Fig. 21) , a new va r iety which has not been tested in Utah, has
been tested and r ecommended in Washington by Overholser and Overley

Fig. 21-Deacon and Bing Compared. Above: Bing; Below: Deacon. Fruit shown in the
illustration was sent to the author from Wenatchee, Washington, through the
courtesy of the Columbia and Okanogan Nursery. Deacon is recommended as a
pollinizer of greater value than those formerly used in Washington and British
Columbia and should be given a thorough trial in Utah. (Actual size.)
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(1930), Bregger, and Claypool et al. (1931), and in British Columbia by
Palmer (1929) and Britton (1930-31). It is not only an excellent pollinizer
but bears fruit of greater value than varieties formerly used. The fruit is
slightly smaller than Bing (Fig. 21) when the trees are well loaded with
fruit, is somewhat less firm (although firm enough to be satisfactory for
shipping, for which purpose it has brought 1 or 2 cents per pound less than
Bing in Washington). Trees have been productive and satisfactory in Washington and are said to show less winter injury in Washington than Bing,
Lambert, and Napoleon; however, it has not been tested for hardiness and
adaptation to Utah conditions. The fruit is excellent in quality and is said
to be preferred to Bing by some for home canning. Deacon should be given

Fig. 22-Elkhorn (Black Oxheart). This variety grown by R. Barber of Centerville was
originally secured from a nursery in New York S'tate. Because of its large, firm,
black fruits, which hang well on the tree later than Lambert, it should be g iven more
extensive trial to determine its value in other sections . (Actual sire.)
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extensive trial as a pollinizer in new Utah plantings. Because it has not been
thoroughly tested, however, it is suggested that where it is used half the
pollinizers used be Windsor.
Elkhorn (Black Oxheart)
Equally promising with Deacon among the new varieties is Elkhorn (Fig.
22) which has been grown by R. Barber of Centerville for over forty years,
under the name Black Oxheart; only recently has it attracted attention,
however, and been pr<U>agated for local market purposes in a limited way.
While its identity has not been verified elsewhere, it corresponds so closely
to the description given by Hedrick (1915) as to justify identificat ion as
Elkhorn. The fruit is fully as large and firm as Bing and equals it in
quality but has the valuable character of hanging in good condition on the
trees from a week to ten days after Lambert, thus extending the marketing
season. The older Elkhorn trees in Mr. Barber 's orchard are large and in
fair condition in spite of crowding, one tree having a spread of over 30 feet.
In 1933 the largest fruits packed eleven rows across a case. Accor ding to
Hedrick (1915), in New York the variety has not been productive and has
been variable in size, the fruit growing smaller as the age of the t r ee increased.
Because the only planting now known in Utah is in a p r otected upland
location this variety should be widely tested for hardiness and productivity
in other cherry districts and on lower lands before it can be generally
recommended. It shoulq seem safe to use it on warm upper bench locations
with excellent air drainage, although how it will compare with Windsor and
Deacon in productiveness and profitableness cannot be stated. Where it does
well, however, it should be valuable to prolong the shipping and local m a r ket
season. Elkhorn gave a good set of fruit on Bing but has not been sufficiently tested on Lambert and Napoleon. As with Deacon, it is recommended
that alternate trees of Windsor be planted where Elkhorn is tried a s a
pollinizer.
Giant (California Type)
Although Giant was recommended by Wellington (1926) as a pollinizer ,
the variety growing under this name on the Station grounds which was
secured from California is small and worthless. Giant pollen received from
the California Station in 1930 and included in these tests failed to set fruit
on Bing and Lambert, although Chapman pollen handled in the same wa y set
fruit, confirming the results of Philp.o At the Experiment Station in Summerland, British Columbia, Britton (1931) fruited three varieties under this
name and found that one, which was large and resembled Bing closely, failed
to pollinize Bing, Lambert, and Napoleon; the others were worthless, one
being small and the other soft. A sample of this variety sent by Gardner10
from Michigan to the author showed the fruit to be medium in size, firm,
dark-colored in both skin and flesh, of good quality and of excellent shipping
quality. Practically all fruits were deeply cracked at the apical end of the
fruit, although this might not occur under arid conditions. Evidently several
OPhilp, G. L. Correspondence with author, 1930.
lOGardner, V. R. Director and Horticulturist, Michigan Agricultura l Experiment Station ,
East Lans ing, Michigan.
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varieties are being propagated as "Giant" and the variety fruited here is
different from that tested and recommended by Wellington (1926). The
New York type has been secured for testing but as yet has not fruited on the
Station grounds.
Seneca
Seneca is recommended as a pollinizer by Wellington et al. (1926, 1929)
and as a valuable extra-early cherry. This variety has been fruited for one
season on the Station grounds and for two seasons by W. W. Wicher of
Centerville. In both locations the fruit was smaller than Black Tartarian
but from a week to ten days earlier; otherwise, the fruit was similar, being
heart-shaped, soft, black, glossy, and high in quality. Although undesirably
small in size, Seneca should have some value as an extra-early cherry to precede Tartarian on the markets and should be used in a limited way for a
pollinizer, especially in early locations. Trees were injured less in the test
winter of 1932-33 than Tartarian, Bing, and Lambert. Seneca appears to
be earlier, larger, and hardier than Early Purple, heretofore the only variety
widely grown in Utah which ripened ahead of Tartarian.
Major Francis
An early variety of Black Tartarian type and season, originating in
Oregon (Hedrick, 1915), but which appears to be hardier, larger, and more
productive than Tartarian, is Major Francis (Fig. 7). This variety was
tested by Gardner (1913) and reported as a satisfactory pollinizer for
Lambert. Schuster (1922,1925) recommends Major Francis as a pollinizer for
Bing, Lambert, and Napoleon. J. C. Knudson of Brigham City has a row
of this variety about 20 years old on lower ground; these trees were injured
little by the test winter of 1932-33, and bore a heavy crop in 1933. Bing
and Lambert trees adjacent bore lightly. Napoleon trees, in an adjoining
row, were badly injured. Where not too heavily loaded, the fruit of Major
Francis was larger than that of Tartarian which it resembles. It ripens
a few days earlier and is excellent in quality but is said to be even softer
than Tartarian and to stand hauling and shipping less well. This variety
can be distinguished from Tartarian by the prominently pointed apex and
by the spreading habit of the tree in contrast with the upright habit of
Tartarian. Major Francis may prove more valuable than Tartarian and
should be given a wide trial where an early local market cherry is desired
with a view to replacing that variety. While its pollinizing value has not
been tested here, the tests of Gardner and of Schuster in Oregon were both
favorable.
Other New Varieties
Abundance, a late, firm, light-fleshed cherry which has fruited two seasons
on the Station grounds, appears to be too small to have value.
Chapman and Early Burbank, both extra early varieties grown in California, appear to be inferior to Seneca in earliness, size, and hardiness. T.he
trees of these varieties were more severely injured in 1932-33 than those
of Seneca.
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Lyons, recommended by Wellington ~t at. (1929) as an early cherry suitable for pollination, has not fruited on the Station grounds. The young
trees, however, were badly damaged by the test winter of 1932-33.
STRAINS OF BING, LAMBERT, AND NAPOLEON
But three strains of the Bing variety (Fig. 2) were found which appeared
to be, or were thought by growers to be, different from the ordinary type
of Bing. These were Short-Stem Bing, Bing Sport, and a creased or double
type from a California nursery. Short-Stem Bing is an excellent type of
Bing represented by several trees on the farm of Enoch Randall at North
Ogden, which has been extensively propa~ated by nurserymen. Wh~n
critically compared in 1933 with Bing fruits from other sources, the stems
were of the same length and no other differences could be found to justify
considering this strain as distinct, although this may not have been the case
in other years. Bing Sport is represented by a large branch in an old Bing
tree belonging to C. E. Manning of East Kaysville. This branch blossoms
and ripens its fruit later than the balance of the tree; the fruit is mahogany
red and resembles Lambert more than Bing, being slightly pointed at the
apex. This branch winter-killed badly in 1932-33 and hence is not considered as promising. The double type of Bing, which was secured from a
California nursery, was deeply grooved along the suture line; otherwise, it
was similar to the normal Bing. It appeared to have no value.
Two strains of Napoleon (Royal Anne) (Fig. 3), designated as Nos. 8
and 9, were located and used in the pollination tests. The original trees
were over 50 years of age and are located on the grounds of Paul Smith of
Centerville. No.8 Napoleon occupies the southwest corner of the residential
lot adjoining the highway, while No.9 Napoleon was located southeast of
the house. Unfortunately, the No.9 Napoleon tree died from the attacks
of cherry slug and possibly winter injury, and the No.8 tree is in a dying
condition. The No.9 strain, which is thought to be the commonest in Utah,
bore fruit of lighter color and of longer shape; it was also somewhat more
solid and free-stone. The differences, however, were not distinct enough
to permit identifying trees of Napoleon in other orchards as either of these
strains. Variations due to environmental conditions appeared to be greater
than any differences due to different strains in the many orchards where
this variety was examined. The differences noted in these two strains, however, and those reported by Gardner (1913), Schuster (1925), and Philp
(1924, 1925), justify the assertions sometimes made by growers that Napoleon and Royal Anne are distinct varieties, since apparently several different strains are commonly grown. Philp (1925) notes a "Long Stem
Royal Anne" which appeared to be useful as a pollinizer of this variety.
In view of the probability that more than one strain of Napoleon or of
Royal Anne is commonly grown in Utah, it is advised that nurserymen
select as sources of budwood only those trees which have proved hardy and
which are productive and bear a desirable type of fruit.
No distinct strains have been found within the Lambert variety (Fig. 1).
Branches which were noted in both Lambert and Napoleon trees as blooming
later, leafing out earlier, and having short-stemmed blossoms, at first
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thought to be sports, later proved to be diseased, probably due to Cytospora
Canker (Valsa leucostoma) or to some heart-rot fungus.
In view of the differences of strains and the occunence of sports in cherries noted in this study as well as by Drain (1932) and many other workers
previously quoted, the careful selection of propagating material from fruiting trees of desirable type appears to be well worth while. Although most
tree variations, such as large size and productivity, will be due to environment (including the vigor of the seedling rootstock used) and cannot be
perpetuated by propagation, however, by this selection of budwood the
propagation of inferior strains may be avoided and mistakes in propagating
varieties true to name largely eliminated.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
1. It is recommended that a minimum of 10 per cent of trees of a
pollinizing variety be evenly distributed in new plantings of Bing,
Lambert, or Napoleon cherries, or of combinations of these varieties.
Contrary to popular opinion, Napoleon (Royal Anne) is not an effective pollinizer for Bing and Lambert.

2. Windsor is recommended for general use as a pollinizer because
of its hardiness and productiveness, although Black Tartarian, Schmidt
(Black Orb), or Yellow Spanish may be used where cherries of a different type are desired and where conditions indicate they will equal
Windsor in value.
3. Black Twrta?'"ian is recommended as a pollinizer only in early
locations where an early cherry is desired for local market, Schmidt
(Black Orb) where this variety has proved productive, and Yellow
Spanish as a white canning or local-market variety.
4. Deacon and Elkho'r n (Black Oxheart) are promising new varieties with large, black, fruit firm enough for shipment. Deacon has
been tested and is recommended as a pollinizer in Washington and
British Columbia, but its adaptation to Utah is not known. Elkhorn
has been grown at Centerville and is valuable because of its size,
firmness, and because it hangs long after Lambert; however, it has
not been thoroughly tested as a pollinizer. Deacon and Elkhorn are
recommended for trial as pollinizers, with equal number of Windsor
pollinizers to insure successful pollination.

5. Seneca and Major Francis are promising early varieties of the
Tartarian type. Both have been tested and recommended elsewhere .
and have been fruited in Utah. They are recommended f01' trial as
pollinizers where early cherries are desired for local market.
6. In established orchards, pollination should be provided by replacing missing trees with pollinizing varieties or by top-working every
fourth tree in every fourth row to a pollinizer. Temporary pollination
can be secured by keeping buckets of fresh bloom of Windsor or Tartarian in buckets hung in the trees.
7. In sections with large cherry acreages and with few apiaries,
growers should cooperate with bee men in placing stands of bees in the
orchards during the blooming season.
8. Nurserymen and growers are advised to propagate from fruiting trees of tested strains in order to avoid propagating undesirable
types or sports which may not be good pollinizers, and to be alert to
discover and propagate for testing any desirable variations or sports
which may occur.
9. Sour cherries, such as Montmorency, and Duke cherries, such
as May Duke, are not recommended as pollinizers for sweet cherries.

